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Make it Personal

Simulation KwickScreens are versatile mobile walls that instantly create 
realistic backdrops for simulation scenarios. They are the cost effective 
and fuss free solution for creating maximum fidelity environments for 
medical training. 
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Icy Road or ICU? 
Personalisation is key in medical training. Simulation KwickScreens 
allow you to switch between scenarios in a matter of minutes to give 
you the setup that suits your specific needs. We can replicate
anything from familiar clinical surroundings to less predictable off site 
scenarios, so whether you need an icy road or an ICU, we can tailor our 
range of images to your requirements.

Top and bottom right: KwickScreen installation at Bucks University 
medical simulation training centre. 
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Top: KwickScreen installation at Bucks University being used in a surgery 
scenario. Bottom: Inside of an ambulance sim screen at Urgences 
Conference 2018.

1. Image Library
Choose from our library of realistic backdrops. We 
have a range of clinical and non clinical scenarios 
to choose from (pg 05).

2. Your Ward:
Let us take pictures of your surroundings. We’ll 
turn them into effective 2m x 3m portable walls 
that can be easily transported to recreate the exact 
set up you need wherever you need it (pg 08).

3. Make it Your Way:
Choose from our stock environments and build a 
room from scratch. Add your choice of furniture, 
from the sinks to the sockets, and create an 
environment that suits your specific needs. Use 
multiple KwickScreens together to create walls, 
corners of rooms or enclosed spaces, to make 
realistic spacial confines that put you right at the 
centre of the action (pg 09).

Creating Your Perfect Scenario
We have a number of options that you can choose from to 
help you create the perfect scenario for your needs. 
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SIMCLB2D004 SIMCLB2D007 SIMCLBPER001

SIMCLB2D003 SIMCLB2D003 SIMCLB2D005

Our image catalogue contains both clinical and non-clinical environments for you to choose from. If you have 
a specific scenario in mind that isn’t available from our catalogue, you can speak to one of our team who can 
guide you through the other options we have to ensure you get exactly what you need. 

Clinical Scenarios

 1. Image Library:
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SIMCLB2D006 SIMCLB2D005

SIMCLB2D010 SIMCLB2D008

SIMCLB2D013 SIMCLB2D014

SIMCLB2D011

SIMCLB2D015
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Non-Clinical Scenarios

SIMNCB2D004 SIMNCB2D003 SIMNCBPER001

SIMNCB2D006 SIMNCB2D005 SIMNCBPER003

SIMNCB2D002SIMNCB2D001 SIMNCBPER002
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2. Your Ward
Would you like to see your 
own ward on a KwickScreen? 
Or perhaps you have limited 
access to the area that you 
need for training, or you 
might like to recreate the 
same setting off site? 

Whatever the reason, if it is 
important to have your own 
set up, why not have one of 
our team come in and take 
the pictures. 

The compostion of our 
images replicates a natural 
first person perspective to 
make the scenarios feel as 
life like as possible.
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SIMCLB2D016 SIMCLB2D006

3. Make it Your Way

Our bespoke ‘Make it Your Way’ option gives you full customisation when building your environment.

Step 1: Choose Your Setting:

SIMCLB2D015

Choose one of our stock settings below to form the backdrop of your scenario.  

Option 1 Option 3Option 2



Once you’ve got your backdrop, add 
equipment to your scene. Choose 
from our list of stock equipment, and 
we will combine your choices to 
create your bespoke scenario.

If there is something you need but 
don’t see in our catalogue then let 
our team know and we can guide 
you through the process to create 
your environment, no matter how 
simple or detailed. 

Step 2: 
Choose Your Equipment:
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Item  Code Height Width 

SIMCLO001
SIMCLO002
SIMCLO003
SIMCLO004
SIMCLO005
SIMCLO006
SIMCLO007
SIMCLO008
SIMCLO009
SIMCLO010
SIMCLO011
SIMCLO012
SIMCLO013
SIMCLO014
SIMCLO015
SIMCLO016
SIMCLO017
SIMNCO001
SIMNCO002
SIMNCO003
SIMNCO004
SIMNCO005

White Cabinet
Scoop - Metal 
Scoop - Yellow
Trolley 
Patslide 
Drip Stand 1
Drip Stand 2
Sack Holder
Incubator
Ultrasound Machine 1
Ultrasound Machine 2
Recussitair 
Trolley 
Gratnall Storage Trolley 
Dynamap Blood Pressure Monitor 1 
Dynamap Blood Pressure Monitor 2
Yellow Sharps Bin
Dual Fire Extinguishers
Double Plug Socket On
Double Plug Socket Off
Window with Louvre
Fire Alarm Box  

35cm
43cm
43cm
51cm
64cm
-
-
44cm
86cm
- 
47cm 
130cm 
85cm
100cm
-
-
-
56cm
15cm
15cm
105cm
15cm

174cm 
166cm 
166cm 
88cm 
152cm 
123cm 
165cm 
80cm 
134cm 
127cm 
102cm 
180cm 
160cm 
88cm 
135cm 
120cm 
38cm 
75cm
35cm
35cm
205cm
163cm

Example 1: Headboard (SIMCLB2D006) with Sack 
Holder (SIMCLO008) 

Example 3: Headboard (SIMCLB2D006) with Trolley 
(SIMCLO004)

Example 2: Headboard (SIMCLB2D006) with Drip 
Stand 1 (SIMCLO006)

Examples below using Option 3 as the backdrop, with various equipment added: 
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Simbulance

Simbulance being used at Imperial College Centre for 
Engagement & Simulation Science (ICCESS). 

The Simbulance is the foldable, retractable ambulance that can be 
called into action as swiftly as the emergency services. Popular for 
transfer training and sequential simulations, it has been designed to 
replicate the pressures of working within restricted spatial confines. 

Fully functional rear doors and flexible internal space mean you can 
position your own equipment and use the space as you wish. Portable 
enough to be moved between locations and quickly set up wherever 
required, the Simbulance is more cost effective than a training 
ambulance, has a smaller footprint, and is easy to store when not in use. 
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What do our Customers Say?

Nathan Oliver
Clinical Simulation Manager at NHS Lothian 

“There is no difference in feedback between our most expensive simulation suite and the one I’ve built out of a 
storage room with KwickScreen. 

We were able to partition off the entire room to transform it from starchy-looking storage room into a 
clinical-feeling space. We were able to create an Emergency Department for one scenario and surgical ward 
the next. We could be in an operating theature for one simulation session and then be in the community 
visiting a home. All without leaving the room. 

With limited resources, we couldn’t build a bespoke solution, complete with hospital gases, bleeping machines, 
and background furniture. KwickScreen made it possible to display high-resolution images and lay out the 
room any way we needed, at a fraction of the cost. The photos for the screens came from actual rooms in our 
hospital - complete with machines in the background!”  



“With our simulations, we need to get the details right. That’s why we rely on KwickScreens.

The simulation facilities have been designed to replicate the clinical environment of the operating 
theatre - KwickScreen provides the visual aids needed to bring the situation to life. They allow us to 
run sequential simulations within the same space, increasing realism and reducing distraction 
from other activities within the simulation environment. 

We use KwickScreens as a dividing wall to create an additional area that operates as an 
anaesthetic room. Even though it's a simple divider, it makes the students feel like they’re in a 
separate environment. Adjusting the size of the room helps students begin to understand the 
challenges and difficulties that working in confined space with large teams can have”.
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Paul Wheeler
Senior Lecturer, Perioperative Practice at Bucks New University 
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Backdrop Product List 
Item  Code Correlating ImageHeight (cm) Width (cm) Image Type

SIMNB2D001
SIMNCB2D002
SIMNCB2D003
SIMNCB2D004
SIMNCB2D005
SIMNCB2D006
SIMCBPER001
SIMCBPER002
SIMCBPER003

Non-Clinical 

Traditional Lounge
Traditional Lounge 
Modern Lounge
Bedroom 
Dingy Room 
Grey Lockers 
Open Plan Apartment 
Icy Road 
Helicopter

300
300
300
300 
300 
300
300
300
300

190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
190

SIMNCB2D002
SIMNCB2D001
On Request
On Request
On Request
-
-
-
- 

Photo
Photo
Render 
Render 
Render
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo

Clinical 

SIMCLB2D001
SIMCLB2D002
SIMCLB2D003
SIMCLB2D004
SIMCLB2D005
SIMCLB2D006
SIMCLB2D007
SIMCLB2D008
SIMCLB2D009
SIMCLB2D010
SIMCLB2D011
SIMCLB2D012
SIMCLB2D013
SIMCLB2D014
SIMCLB2D015
SIMCLB2D016
SIMCLBPER001

Clinical Wall
Clinical Wall
Clinical Wall 
Clinical Wall
Anaesthetic Room 
Headboard
Headboard
Headboard & Sink
Bed Space and Side View
Clinical Wall
Theatre Recovery 
Ambulance Internal Wall
Sinks
Line of Sinks
Sink and Blank Wall 
Plain Wall
A&E Resus Ward 

300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

190
190
190  
190  
190  
190  
190  
190  
190
190  
190  
190
190
190
190
190
190  

Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo 
Photo
Photo 
Photo
Photo
Photo
Photo

-
-
-
-
-
On Request
SIMCLB2D014/015
SIMCLB2D013/015
SIMCLB2D013/014
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-



Tel: 020 8452 5975
Email: info@kwickscreen.com
Web: www.kwickscreen.com

Unit 3 Phoenix Trading Estate
Bilton Road

London
UB6 7DZ


